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Using Aircraft Radar Tracks to
Estimate Winds Aloft

In air traffic control. the wind is a critical factor because it affects, among other impor
tant variables, the amount of time an aircraft will take to reach its destination. The
authors have developed a method for estimating winds aloft in which the radar tracks
of aircraft are used; Le., data beyond what are already available to terminal air traffic
control are not required. The method. which has been implemented at Lincoln Labo
ratory. gives a useful estimate of wind fields.

One goal of air traffic control automatio~ is
the capability to land an aircraft at a runway
within five to ten seconds of the planned arrival
time. Such precision is difficult to attain be
cause of the uncertainty of estimating winds
aloft, which can significantly affect the amount
oftime an aircraft will take to reach its destina
tion. For an airspeed of 300 knots (kn), a 15-kn
error in estimating the wind will cause an error
in flying time ofthree seconds for eachminute of
flight. Flying-time errors, in turn, affect esti
mates of aircraft fuel consumption, runway
capacity. and the physical separations between
aircraft. Substantial uncertainties in wind esti
mates require frequent control actions by air
traffic controllers to achieve acceptable runway
precision.

The winds-aloft information currently avail
able for air traffic control is based on radio
balloon soundings taken at various locations
worldwide. including 80 sites in the continental
United States. The soundings are taken twice a
day, at noon and midnight Greenwich mean
time, and then input to a meteorological model
to obtain an aviation forecast. The time interval
from the beginning of the observations to the
dissemination of the aviation forecast typically
ranges from seven to nine hours. When the
forecast is first aVailable. the uncertainty of the
winds aloft is on the order of±15 kn. During the
12-hour interval before the next forecast is
available. the uncertainty increases to between
25 kn and 30 kn [1].

Winds aloft can also be estimated by sub-
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tracting the airspeed vector of an aircraft, as
determined by onboard measurements of air
speed and heading. from the ground-speed
vector. as determined by a radar beacon track
[2]. This method, however. requires a means for
relaying an aircraft's onboard measurements to
a ground-based computer.

This article will show that with a radar track
of an aircraft that is turning at a constant
airspeed, the winds aloft can be deduced without
any information regarding the vehicle's heading
or airspeed.

One advantage of the technique described in
this article is that it requires no additional
sensors beyond what are already routinely used
at airports. The technique can thus-function as
an inexpensive backup to future wind sensors.
Another advantage is the capability to estimate
the winds aloft over a wide geographic area.
Within an airport terminal's airspace, many
aircraft are typically making turns at different
altitudes and locations. The turning aircraft
provide a large quantity ofdata that can be used
to estimate the wind field as a function of
location, altitude. and time.

Additional sources ofaccurate wind informa
tion will be employed in the long-term future.
Winds-aloft estimates by aircraft eqUipped with
inertial navigation systems will be downlinked
via Mode-S or satellite data links when they
become operational [3]. Furthermore, new Dop
pler weather radars. such as the Next-Genera
tionWeatherRadar (NEXRAD) andverticalwind
profilers, have the potential to provide much
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Symbols

E[xl expected value of X
H infonnation matIix (inverse of

wind-error covariance matIix)
h partial derivative of ground speed

with respect to z
J a function to be minimized
m total number of measurements
n ground-speed measurement error
r range from radar sensor
T tIue airspeed
M scan period
V ground speed
w wind speed
w wind vector
x east component of radar position
y north component ofradar position
z wind and tIue-airspeed-measure-

ment vector
£ wind-estimation-error vector

~ track angle of ground-speed vec-
tor relative to north

(J standard deviation

() bearing from radar relative to
north

Subscripts

XI? value associated with the kth
measurement of X

Xm measurement corrected to grid
point of X

Xn new grid-point estimate of X
Xo old grid-point estimate of X

X east coordinate ofXx
X north coordinate of X

y

Superscripts

XT transpose of vector or matIix X
Xl inverse of matIix X
1\
X estimated quantity
X measured quantity

more accurate and frequent wind measure
ments than are currently available from the
radio-balloon soundings. Consequently, Lin
coln Laboratory's wind-field filter has been
designed to allow for the incorporation of wind
measurements from multiple sources.

Theory of Wind Measurement

To extract a wind measurement from a radar
track of a turning aircraft, the vehicle's velocity
in the y-direction is plotted against its x-direc
tion velocity. If there is no wind, the aircraft will
maintain a constant speed with respect to both
the air and the ground. The plotted points will
fall in a circle centered on the origin, since the
distance from the origin to the points in velocity
space is by definition the aircraft's ground
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speed. If there is a wind, the aircraft will still
maintain a constant speed with respect to the
air, but the ground speed will change with
respect to the aircraft's heading. The vehicle will
have a minimum ground speed when it heads
into the wind and a maximum when it heads
downwind (Fig. 1[a]). In the latter case, the locus
of the ground-speed vectors will still circum
scribe a circle, but the center of the circle will be
the origin in a frame ofreference that moves with
the air. In other words, the circle will be offset
from the origin by the wind velocity (Fig. l[b]).

Thus, a wind estimate can be obtained from
an aircraft turn first by fitting a circle to the
velocity estimates taken during the turn and
then by determining the velocity coordinates of
the center of the circle. Figure 2 shows the
measured ground track of an aircraft that is
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making a turn. Figure 3 shows the velocity track
for that same turn. In Fig. 3. the best-fit circle is
superimposed on the velocity track.

Several techniques are available for fitting a
circle to the data points. In this article. an
iterative approach is used in which a search is
conducted for the wind vector and aircraft air
speed that give the minimum unbiased estimate
of the variance in the magnitude of the ground
speed. The approach consists of the following
steps: initial values for the wind and aircraft

(a)

y Velocity

----'~--1z........u.r--~,.....____.,f_- x Velocity

(b)

Fig. 1-Velocity-vector geometry. (a) Radar observations.
(b) Velocity plot.
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Fig. 2-Sample ground track.

airspeed are assumed; the ground speeds that
follow from that choice ofwind and airspeed are
calculated; those values are in turn used to
compute the unbiased variance and its first two
derivatives (see "Appendix: Derivations ofWind
Estimate Quantities"); and. by assuming that
the unbiased variance is roughly quadratic. the
next guess for the wind and airspeed is calcu
lated. The process is repeated until the variance
values are below a certain threshold.

In the above approach. the estimate of the
variance of the ground speed is unbiased be
cause each data point is weighted by the recip-

Fig. 3-Sample velocity track.
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rocal ofits measurement variance. Itwas neces
sary to account for the individual variance of
each point because of the large difference be
tween errors in the range and bearing directions
at long ranges. The following section discusses
this discrepancy.

Sources of Error

The radar-track measurements used to esti
mate the winds aloft contain two major sources
of error. The first is due to changing airspeed
dUring a turn. The second, which leads to noisy
ground-speed measurements, results from
random errors in radar position. Because of the
large number of wind measurements expected,
both types of errors will be reduced through
statistical filtering.

Acceleration Errors

The error due to changing airspeed during a
turn would be undetectable ifthe aircraftwere to
accelerate with respect to the air in exactly the
same sinusoidal way in which the wind causes
the vehicle's ground speed to change dUring a
turn. That condition, however, is unlikely be
cause airspeed typically changes monotonically
rather than sinusoidally with respect either to
time or to the angle of turn.

The wind error caused by a changing air
speed can be derived with four simplifYing
assumptions.
(1) The actual wind speed is zero.
(2) The observed ground speed increases

linearly with respect to the turn angle.
(3) If there were a wind, it would cause the

ground speed to vary sinusoidally with
respect to the turn angle. (This assump
tion is true when the wind speed is much
smaller than the airspeed.)

(4) The magnitude of the estimatf'd wind is
that which minimizes the integral of the
square of the difference between the
observed and predicted ground speeds.

The above assumptions are not part of the
basic theory ofwind estimation; rather, they are
used for the sole purpose of obtaining an ap
proximate model for the error that a changing
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airspeed causes. The four assumptions enable
the determination of the value of the erroneous
wind w (see the box, "Symbols") that minimizes
J, which is defined as the square ofthe difference
between the observed ground speed and the
ground speed predicted by the erroneous wind:

J = (: ( ~~ ¢ - w sin ¢J
2

d¢

where /'i¢ = total turn angle in radians,

/'iV = velocity change per radian of
/'i¢ turn, and

w = wind error due to acceleration

Expanding and evaluating the integral results in

J = [(/'iV J2-.£ _2w /'iV (sin¢ -¢cos¢)
M 3 /'i¢

6¢

+ w 2 (% - sin
4
2¢ )L2

To obtain the minimum value of J, set

dJ = 0
dw

and solve for w:

4 /'iV (sin /'i¢ _ /'i¢ cos /'i¢ )
w = /'i¢ 2 2 2

/'i¢ - sin /'i¢

c:
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Fig. 4-Wind-estimation error due to acceleration vs. turn
angle. Acceleration is constant throughout the turn.
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Fig. 5-Wind-estimation errorper total velocity change vs.
turn angle. Acceleration is constant throughout the turn.

The result is plotted in Fig. 4. When an
aircraft changes its airspeed during a turn, the
typical value of ~VI ~qJ is 20 kn. At that rate,
the maximum wind error from Fig. 4 is 40 1m if
the vehicle's acceleration is sustained through
out a full 360° of turn. (The 360° turn corre
sponds to a total velocity change of 125 kn, Le.,
2n x 20 kn.) In practice, however, there are few
turns that extend beyond 180°. (Again, with the
assumption that ~VI ~qJ = 20 kn, a turn of 180°
would correspond to a total velocity change of75
1m and, from Fig. 4, a wind error ofabout 25 kn.)
Furthermore, aircraft do not typically change
their airspeed by as much as 75 kn at one time;
Le., they do not continue to accelerate through
out a long turn.

An interrupted acceleration can be approxi
mated by assuming a constant acceleration of a
smaller magnitude. Thus, by using the same
assumptions that were made to generate Fig. 4,
the wind error as a fraction of the total velocity
change can be plotted (Fig. 5). The figure shows
that for typical turns of interest, the sensitivity
of the wind error to velocity change varies from
about 0.6 to 0.4.

If there were no radar errors, it should be
possible to detect monotonic acceleration in the
larger turns. The authors have experimented
with several techniques for doing so; to date,
most of the techniques have failed to converge
accuratelywhen the data contained radar noise.

Radar Errors

Radar errors in pinpointing an aircraft's
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position propagate errors in determining the
velocity of the vehicle. These measured velocity
errors propagate further errors in estimating the
wind. The appendix contains a derivation of the
wind-error covariance matrix in terms of the
aircraft's heading and the measurement-error
variance in each individual velocity measure
ment. Background for this type of analysis is
contained in Ref. 4. It will be shown below how
each variance in measurement error can be
determined from the range-error and bearing
error variances and the direction of the velocity
vector' relative to the radius from the radar
sensor.

For the special case in which all of the mea
surement-error variances are equal, the wind
error covariance becomes a relatively simple
function of the aircraft heading at the time of
each measurement.

Figure 6 plots the wind error (as derived in the
appendix) divided by the radar ground-speed
error as a function of the turn angle. From the
figure, several observations can be made. Up
until the turn angle approaches 360°, the cross
axis O'is considerably smaller than the mid-axis
0'. In other words, for a wind estimate based on
a short turn the component measured in the
cross-axis direction may be valuable, while the
component measured in the mid-axis direction

.....
eW 2.0 r---r--""T""'"TT'~--'-----~-"""T""----'

~ Cross
~ 1.6 Axis

C/)

-0
§ 1.2e
CJ
Co 0.8
"0 Cross-Axis
C1l
a:
~ 0.4e
W
"0
c:: 0
~ 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

Turn Angle (deg)

Fig. 6-Wind-estimation error per radar ground-speed
error vs. turn angle. The wind error is broken down into three
components: cross-axis, mid-axis, andthe true airspeedT.
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may be so inaccurate as to be useless. For this
reason, it is extremely important that the wind
error information matrix H, which is defined in
the appendix, be propagated for each measure
ment and used to weight each component when
the measurements are combined. Figure 7,
which shows a small-tum segment from a simu
lated flight with no radar noise beyond roundoff
error, contains the correct and fitted velocity
circles. Note that there is a significant wind error
relative to the small measurement error in the
figure. The error, however, is only in the mid
axis direction.

Effects ofDifferent Range and
Bearing Accuracy

In the derivation of Fig. 6, the radar-error
variance was assumed to be constant. But Fig.
3 demonstrates that errors can occur predomi
nantly in one direction. For the case in which the
radar-error variance is not constant, it is neces
sary to evaluate the variance as a function of the
range and bearing errors and the orientation of
the ground-speed vector relative to the radius
vector from the radar.

A sensor will estimate the range and bearing
of a target with some constant precision. How
ever, a constant error in bearing will result in a
position error proportional to the range. Thus,
defining rs as the range at which the position
error variances are the same in each direction
gives (je = (r/ rs)(jr' The velocity variances in the
range and bearing directions are respectively
given by

(The factor of2 results from taking the difference
of two positions.) The velocity variance in other
directions is given by an ellipse with the range
and bearingvariances as the ellipse's semimajor
and semiminor axes.

The variance in the direction of the ground
speed vector can be deduced with the aid of
Fig. 8 in which If> - () is the angle between the
ground-speed and the radius vectors. Thus,
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Fig. 7-Winddetermination thatshows the mid-axis error is
larger than the cross-axis error.

G~ ~ ~;t[cos'( Ok - Ok) + (~:Js;n'(Ok - ""JJ
which is the polar-coordinate equation of the
ellipse in Fig. 8.

Typical values for the Mode S Experimental
Facility (MODSEF) radar at the Laboratory are

(jr = 30 ft; rs = 8 nautical miles (nmi) ;

t!.t = 5 s.

With MODSEF, the one-(j uncertainty in the
range direction of a velocity measurement is
given by

.j2 (30 ft) ( 3,600 s/hr ) = 5.0 1m.
5 s 6,076 ft/nmi

At a range of 8 nmi, the one-(juncertainty in the
bearing direction is also 5 kn. For an aircraft
making a 1800 tum at this range, the wind-error
ellipse due to radar error would have a semi
major axis with (j just under 4 kn and a semi
minor axis with (jjust under 2 kn. (At a range of
8 nmi, (j is isotropic. Thus error factors for
1800 from Fig. 6 can be used if they are multi
plied by 5 kn.)

At a 40-nmi range, the accuracy in the bear
ing direction is five (Le., 40/8) times worse than
the accuracy in the range direction. Taking this
fact into account for turns at that range leads to
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a better wind estimate because the range com
ponent of each velocity measurement is more
heavily weighted than the bearing component.
In addition. since the final wind estimate from
40-nmi data can be five times worse in one
direction than an estimate from 8-nmi data. the
estimate must be weighted proportionately less
when it is combined into the wind field.

Computational Procedure

Ground-speed vectors for every scan of each
aircraft track can be obtained by taking the
difference between the sequential radar posi
tions of aircraft and then dividing by the scan
interval. A test based on the angle changes
between adjacent ground-speed vectors is then
performed to detect the beginnings and ends of
the turns. When a tum of sufficient magnitude
is detected (Le.. a turn with an angle greater
than one radian). a search is conducted for the
wind and airspeed estimates that minimize the
weighted variance of the measured ground
speed from the predicted ground speed. After the
search is completed. the information matrix of
the estimate is evaluated with the formula for H
that is derived in the appendix; the covariance
matrix is H- I

. The results provide a single wind
measurement defined by the follOwing:
(1) x-coordinate of measurement location

(nmi),

North

Radar

Fig. 8-0rientation ofground-speed vector to velocity-error
ellipse.
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(2) y-coordinate of measurement location
(nmi).

(3) altitude of measurement (ft x 100).
(4) time of measurement (s),
(5) x-component of wind velocity (kn).
(6) y-component of wind velocity (kn), and
(7) covariance matrix (kn2).

Whenever a new wind measurement is calcu
lated. itis incorporated into a wind field contain
ing the total of all previous weighted measure
ments. Wind measurements may also come
from outside sources such as airborne inertial
navigation systems. wind profilers. Doppler
radars. or satellite sensors.

Wind-Field Representation

Grid points are used to represent a wind field.
A grid point is defined in the same manner as a
wind measurement except that the indicated
time represents the time of the last update
rather than the time of the measurement. Grid
points are separated by 20 nmi in the x- and y
directions. and by 1.000 ft in altitude.

To keep a wind field up to date. every grid
point is revised whenever a new wind measure
ment becomes available. When a wind measure
ment is used to update a grid point. the covari
ance matrix of the measurement must be
increased in accordance with the difference
in altitude and position between the location of
the measurement and the grid point in ques
tion. Based on preliminary empirical estimates.
the covariances are isotropically increased in
the following way: 2 kn2 per 1-nmi position
difference and 100 kn2 per 1.000-ft altitude
difference. The grid-point wind estimate is
updated through the use of information
matrices:

H n = Ho + H m
Hnwn = Howo + Hmwm

where H m = information matrix of

measurement at grid point

Ho = old information matrix of grid point

H n = new information matrix of grid point

wm = wind measurement to be incorporated

Wo = old grid-point wind estimate

w n = new grid-point wind estimate
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Between measurement updates, grid-point
covariances are increased linearly with time at
an empirically estimated rate of 100 kn2 per
hour.

Mter more data has been accumulated, the
above empirical values may be adjusted.

Experimental Results

Most of the authors' experience with real-life
data is based on Lincoln Laboratory MODSEF
radar tracks ofcommercial air traffic flying near
Logan International Airport in Boston.

One data set consists of 70 minutes of peak
traffic that flew under Instrument Flight Rules
(IFR) procedures on 15 December 1987-a day
oflowcloud cover, single-runway operation, and
backed-up traffic (several stacks ofaircraft were
flying in holding patterns). Another data set
consists of four hours of Visual Flight Rules
(VFR) traffic on 13 May 1988-a day of good
weather, multiple-runway operation, and no
backed-up traffic. For the data collected on the
IFRday, there were 126 usable turns (1.8usable
turns per minute) with an average turn angle of
130°. (A turn is considered usable for wind
estimation if it is continued through at least 1
radian and the aircraft does not descend by
more than 3,000 ft or climb by more than 5,000
ft dUring the turn.) For the data collected on the
VFRday, there were 302 usable turns (approxi
mately 1.2 usable turns per mitlUte) with an
average turn angle of 122°.

The most obvious observation from the two
data sets is that on the day on which aircraft flew
in holding patterns, there were more turns that
were useful for wind estimation. This is a favor
able result in that holding delays increase as
airport throughput approaches capacity-the
very condition for which accurate wind informa
tion is most valuable.

On VFR days in August 1988 and February
1989, an additional 15.5 hours ofrecorded data
produced similar results. During the 15.5
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hours, there were an average of 1.0 usable turns
per minute and the turns had an average turn
angle of 126°.

The algorithm described in this article has
been tested on such real-life data and the pre
liminary results have been encouraging. Indi
vidual wind estimates were repeatable to a pre
cision of approximately (j = 15 kn. When the
estimates were combined, they described a wind
field to a precision between 5 kn (at low altitudes
near the airport) and 10 kn (at higher altitudes
and at distances farther from the airport). The
calculated wind estimates were consistent with
soundings taken at Chatham, Mass., given the
precision of those soundings. In addition, when
the wind-estimation algorithm described in this
article was applied to the output of two different
aircraft simulators, the algorithm correctly re
produced the wind field that was used in the
simulations.

However, an accurate and independent
measure of true wind fields is needed to make a
final determination of the algorithm's accuracy
on real-life data.
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Appendix: Derivations of
Wind-Estimate Quantities

This appendix contains derivations for the
ground-speed estimate and its derivatives; the cost
function J and its derivatives; the wind-error covari
ance matrix that minimizes J; and the expected value
of the minimized J.

" "[Vk sin qJk - wx,

" ""Vk cos qJk - Wy, TIT /Ck (l)

(2)

Derivation of Ground-Speed Estimate
and Its Derivatives

1\

By using the geometry of Fig. A, a value for V
k

(the
kth estimate ofground speed) can be derived from the
quantities {1 and {1 (the estimated wind),T (the
estimated air~peed),ahd qJk (the angle from the north
of the measured ground speed). Since a

k
and bk are

respectively equal to the y and x components of the
wind rotated by 90° - qJk'

1\ 1\

ak = Wx cos qJk - Wy sin qJk

" "bk = Wx sin qJk + Wy cos qJk'

" " Twhere a == [T cos qJk' - T sin qJk' - ak I .

The Cost Function J and Its Derivatives

J, the cost function to be minimized, is defined as
one-half the weighted square sum of the deviations
of the ground-speed measurements from their
estimated values. Each weight is the reciprocal of
the variance of that ground-speed measurement, or
1/a

k
2

. Thus,

m ( )21 " - 2
J == "2 L Vk - Vk /ak

k=l

and

Fig. A - Coordinates for ground-speed estimation.

(3)

- 1\
where V

k
is the measured ground speed and V

k
is the

estimated ground speed for a given point.
The first two derivatives of J with respect to z are

given by

aJ = ~ eVk - Vic) [ a\i ]
az 6 a~ az

= i:[Vk -2Vk ] hI
k=l ak

Derivation of Wind-Error Covariance Matrix

Vk = V + aVk E and V k = V + nk 'az
where E error in the wind estimate and

nk error due to radar errors ;

E [nk I = 0 ; and E [n~ I = a~.

For J to be a minimum, the first derivative of J
with respect to z must be set equal to OT, where 0 is
a zero vector. Assume that

"Vk = ck + bk
,------------
1"2 "= VT - ( Wx cos qJk -

o

" "+ Wx sin qJl( + WyCOS qJl(

Let z be an estimation vector that contains wind and
airspeed estimates, Le., z ==[{1 • {1 •T]T. The deriva
tives of ifk with respect to z can\e c!fuculated by using
straightforward calculus:

And from the geometry of Fig. A,

~ck = ~T"- ak
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(4)

(5)

/I _

Substitute the assumed fonn ofV
k

and Vkinto Eq. 3:
m

L (hk£ - nk) hr 1a~ = 01'.
k=1

The wind-error vector e does not vary over the
summation and may be factored out of the expres
sion. (Note that h~ £ = £1' h k since the inner product of
Eq. 4 is commutatitve.) Equation 4 can thus be
written as

Let
m

H '" Lhkhrla~.
k=1

H is a symmetric matrix that. as will be shown, defines
the wind-infonnation content inherent in the m
measurements. When H- 1 exists, £ l' and £ can be
written in tenns of the errors in the ground-speed
measurements n

k
:

£l' = [f. nkhr 1 a~ ] H- I and
k=1

£ = H-
I

[ f. nkhk 1a~ ] .
k=1

The wind-error covariance matrix is fonned ~
taking the expected value of the product of£ and £ .
The product of the two summations can be rewritten
as a double summation over two indices i and):

Since Eln.n.] = c? for)' = i, and a for)' '" i, the double
. l J l

sum reduces to a single sum:

EI"TI = n'[ ~h,hr fat] n'
= H-IHH- I

= H- I .

Thus the wind-error covariance matrix is H- I , where
H is given by Eq. 5 and h is given by Eq. 1.
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Derivation of the Expected Value of J

To compute t.lJ.-e e~pected value of J, insert the
expanded fonn of Vk - Vk into the defmition ofJ, which
was given by Eq. 2. Thus,

The products of £and ~ will vanish since the two
quantities are not correlated. Carrying out the square
operation with the remaining quantities results in

[

m l' l' m ]
E[J] = ~ E L £ h:2h

k £ + L'n~/a~ .
k=1 k k=1

The first tenn contains the wind-error vector e,
which can be factored out of the summation, leaving

+T1~hkhUalH= EI,TIIEI

= E[£T(E[££TlJ-I£]

= 3.

The second tenn reduces to

m m

LE[n~l/a~ = LaVa~ = m.
k=1 k=1

Therefore, E[J] = (m + 3)/2.
To obtain the covariance matrix used in the calcu

lations, the covariance estimate that was derived in
the previous section and J/E[J] are multiplied. This
step partially compensates for any errors in the model
for a

k
•
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